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“ON THE ROAD AGAIN...”
As I was proofing this issue, I caught myself humming that old
Willie Nelson tune ‘On the Road Again,’ and I had to take a step
back to reminisce on where we are now. It’s been over a year since we
announced Scion was coming to Canada, getting ready to take over
the streets. Where does the time go?
Hardly a day goes by without another sign that Scion is spreading.
Whether it’s an eager tweet about getting behind the wheel of a new
iQ, a fellow xB driver waving at a red light, or the packed house
at the last Scion Session, it’s like the snow melted to reveal a Scion
nation.

trees

Scion is taking root all over Canada. This summer, Scion showrooms
are sprouting up in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Saskatchewan,
Alberta and beyond, offering you our full lineup of rides – and all
the accessories you need to build your very own Scion. The wheels
are waiting for you – but where do you take them?
Our aim this time is to produce a travel guide that you’ll want to
keep forever and that inspires you to take a trip of your own.
That in mind, we fired up the ignition and got on the road again to
explore this beautiful land around us. There are sights and wonders
out there just begging to be seen, and the thrill of road trips on the
open highway all along the way. We encountered some breathtaking
scenery, charming poutineries, and incredibly interesting Sasquatch
investigators. The pictures and stories in the next forty-or-so pages
are alive in a way I never predicted. It’s been an education to say the
very least.
For myself, even with everything I’ve learned about this place called
Canada (like the varied diets and coy charm of the Sasquatch), I’m
nowhere near done exploring. I know that this summer will again be
full of new friends, lasting memories and more than a few surprises
along the way. There’s no better time to hit the highway and I hope
that this issue gives you a reason or two to do so.
See you on the road,
Lisa Marie Chen

Photography: Andy Lee; Set/Prop St yling: Jennifer Lee; Wardrobe: Bryanna Brown for Lotus Leaf St yle; Hair & Makeup: Iv y L am
on lisa: White Sneakers by Urban Outfitters, Dress & Cardi from Gsus Industries. on sasquatch: white converse from getoutside
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Small Town DJ’s

SCION RADIO
words Patricia j

There’s a channel for every taste: “Trouble
& Bass” features a party-all-night, sleepall-day vibe; “Super Disco Party Machine”
combines enough musical styles to please any
crowd; and my personal favourite channel is
“Le Gros”, a bilingual mélange of all things
danceable – from house to hip hop to disco to
dubstep.

Click right up folks, and feast your ears on the latest
offering from Scion Nation: the all-new Scion Radio! Scion’s
support of the up-and-coming has spread into the world of
online broadcasting, where Scion Radio is beaming out an
eclectic array of tunes from creative geniuses across the
musical spectrum.

6 / scionnation.ca

“Le Gros,” available exclusively on Scion
Radio, is hosted by Smalltown DJs and
Neoteric. Smalltown DJs consists of two
Canadian music lovers who, by their own
admission, found and honed their talents
while up to no good. If there’s a better
way to do it, I haven’t heard it. On the flip
side is Neoteric, who tears up his tracks by
combining mixes no one else can touch! We’re
talking house music blended with some offthe-wall club jams and a chorus of stomping
feet. The hosts’ distinct styles of music and
mixes couldn’t be any better, so we here at
Scion made the best move and combined the
musical forces together!

Scion Radio and its hosts hit the
sweet spot in the middle: variety
without mediocrity, goodness
without repetition.
It goes without saying that there are only
so many times you can hear the same old
faces spinning daily on that thing called
conventional radio. But combing through the
nearly-infinite selection of music spread across
the internet can take forever. Scion Radio
and its hosts hit the sweet spot in the middle:
variety without mediocrity, goodness without
repetition. “Le Gros” delivers a refreshing take
on the world of mixing – fresh meat, no filler.
Now, if you’ll excuse me as I get back to the
party at my desk…

Feel free to join in and jam to the tunes
of Scion Radio at scionnation.ca
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to Jasper National Park, where you can spy
goats, bears, caribou, elk and moose with the
stunning backdrop of the Canadian Rockies.
The route is a must-see.
Good Eats
WORDS K ate Dale y photography andy lee

The gentle hum of a field of cicadas on a hot day could soon be the
soundtrack to your summer. Grab the latest gear, your best friend
and a GPS, and take off on your very own tailor-made camping
adventure.

Enjoy some tea and scones at the Plain of Six
Glaciers Tea House. One of the classic hikes
in the national park, this two-storey stone
building is a much-needed pit stop overseeing
Lake Louise where you can sweeten your hike
with cakes and confectionary while admiring
the view. Find the teahouse on the Plain of Six
Glaciers Trail.
Sea Seeker:
Gros Morne National Park of Canada,
Newfoundland

In the world’s second largest
country, the options for some outdoor

adventure are boundless. From coast to coast,
quaint towns surround the top camping
destinations and there is a ton to do, see and
eat en route.
Campers’ Paradise:
Manitoulin Island, Ontario

Catch a ferry from Tobermory to get to this
camping hotspot or take the long way round
via Highway 6 South from Espanola.
Pitch your tent at one of the multiple
campsites around the island. For fresh food to
cook up at your camp, hit up one of the many
local farmers’ markets throughout the island.

Whether you want to hike along the rugged
coastline, fish for your supper or hop in
your ride to take a cruise around the scenic
winding route of Great Spirit Circle Trail, this
island has something for every traveler. The
mix of traditional native cultural activities
and beautiful scenery make the largest
freshwater island in the world a must-see
destination.

Nature Lovers:
Banff National Park, Alberta

Visit the Ojibwe Culture Foundation to see
some traditional story telling and native art
or take a hike along the Cup and Saucer
Trail or head to Bridal Veil Falls where you
can freshen up with a dip at the base of this
waterfall.

Hop on the Trans-Canada Highway west
from Calgary, along which you can head
straight to Banff or hit hotspots in Lake
Louise and even Vancouver to the southwest.
Make sure to take a trip along the Icefields
Parkway, a highway connecting Lake Louise

8 / scionnation.ca

Hike up the stunning Rocky Mountains to
catch a glimpse of glaciers, valleys and running rivers in Canada’s first national park.
Hire a local guide for a day hike, saddle up
for a mountain climb on horseback, or visit
the hot springs. With 13 camping sites, there’s
something for every type of adventurer.

A UNESCO World Heritage Site, Gros
Morne is filled with unique adventures. Camp
by the sea, kayak the Trout River Ponds, and
explore sandy beaches and colourful fishing
villages on your journey. Millions of years of
glaciation and the changing sea levels created
the unique landscape of the national site, such
as fjords and ancient rock formations.
The easiest way to get to Newfoundland is
to grab the ferry from Nova Scotia. One
of these superferries can take you and your
ride from North Sydney, Nova Scotia to
Port aux Basques or Argentia, which takes
between 6-11 hours. Once off the ferry in
Newfoundland, the park is 340 km north of
the Port aux Basques terminal. Drive up to
campsites that overlook the lakeside and enjoy
fresh seafood you can pick up at the fish plant
in Rocky Harbour.

ACTION SEEKER:
Pacific Rim National Park,
British Columbia

Along the southwestern coast of Vancouver
Island, this park is divided into three
geographical areas, with Long Beach being the
most driver accessible. And lucky for you, this
means you can camp alongside the famous
sandy beaches of Wickaninnish Bay. Bring
a surfboard, bathing suit and fishing rod for
this excursion.
Cruise along Highway 4 (Pacific Rim
Highway) to experience the enchanting
isolation of the region. The park comprises a
total area of 500 square kilometres stretching
across the 125 kilometres from Tofino in the
north to Port Renfrew so you can drive for
miles while taking in the views.
Set up camp in forest recreation sites and
provincial park campgrounds alongside rivers
and lakes.
Good Eats

Dine at a restaurant in nearby Tofino before
going to set up camp. Nosh on local seafood,
produce and cheese at Sobo, the small town
restaurant known for local organic ingredients
and gourmet fish tacos.
Special thanks to Mountain Equipment
Co-op, Tevas, Nike, MINOHD FLIP, Shopper’s
Drug Mart, Lee Valley, Nobis.

Good Eats

Hit up Jackie’s Restaurant and Takeout for
burgers, fries and fresh fish after a long day of
hiking.
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HIT THE HIGHWAY
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Here is what you will need to make
your camping road trip a success

SURVIVAL KIT
1. Water Bottle
2. Hat
3. Sunglasses
4. Bug Repellent
10 / scionnation.ca

5. Lantern
6. First Aid Kit
7. Orange
8. Gloves

9. Hammer
10. Toothpaste & Brush
11. Hiking Boots
12. Flashlight

13. Sleeping Bag
14. Bird Book
15. Sunscreen
16. Firestarter

17. Binoculars
18. Banana
19. Tent & Tarp
20. Map/GPS

21. Cutlery
22. Hand Sanitizer
23. Soap & Shampoo
24. Bathing Suit

25. Batteries
26. Sandals
27. Swiss Army Knife
28. Frying Pan

29. Camera
30. Stove
31. Rain Jacket
32. Kettle
scionnation.ca / 11

WORDS Gloria Chik
PHOTOGRAPHY Stephen Ho

Not content with hot dogs for late night fare?
Toronto is also home to some amazing poutine
offerings. Smoke’s Poutinerie’s many locations form a
new constellation in the poutine heavens.
Smoke’s Poutinerie, Toronto

La Banquise, Montréal

So many locals recommended this 24-hour diner,
we knew we had to take advantage of our post-party
hunger there. The space was close-knit, complete
with chalk drawings and a spirited late night crowd.
We eagerly ordered six servings alongside hamburgers
and hotdogs, realizing our hubris when the teetering
trays surfaced shortly.

POUTINE

is one of the
cornerstones of canadiana.
alongside plaid, hockey and
politeness, it’s one of the
things anyone who visits is
practically guaranteed to
run into.
It’s filling, it’s unhealthy, and after 50 years of
existence, it’s experiencing a renaissance. That’s
why the Scion Canada team decided to set out
across the country and sample some of the best
poutine Canada has to offer.
Make no mistake, comparing poutine isn’t easy.
The three core ingredients of poutine – piping
hot gravy, squeaky cheese curds and crisp,
salted fries – are pure savoury deliciousness in
and of themselves. How do you compare one
perfection to another? By just enjoying them!
Packing up our weekend bags, we headed to
the home of parfaites poutines: Montréal,
Québec.

12 / scionnation.ca

Frite Alors!, Montréal

Hopping into our slate blue Scion xB, we drifted on
through flurries of snow to our first stop. Known for
their classic offerings and presentation, Frite Alors!
set the bar high. The ambience is rustic – craft paper
placemats and no-nonsense utensils, complemented
by bold comic-style murals painted directly onto the
walls.
The cheese curds melted in our mouths, and the
quality of it was spoken only through how smooth
it was to scarf all three bowls down. Big bowls,
generous topping-to-fry ratios, the gravy was light
and just the right consistency to soften the fries, and
the fries were crispy enough to not end up soggy.
The Order:
SCION FAVOURITE: L’Eau à la Bush (Steak,
onions, mushrooms), La Frite Alors! (green peppers,
mushrooms, onions, bacon), Traditional, with the
limette (mayo, lime, black pepper) and Indonésienne
(a spicy finishing) dips.

The Order:
SCION FAVOURITE: Poutine Taquise (fresh
guacamole topped with light sour cream and fresh
tomatoes – amazingly, almost dessert-like), Poutine
Obelix (smoked meat), Poutine T-rex (smoked
sausage, pepperoni, ground beef), Poutine Hot
Dog (hot dogs), Poutine Mart (hot dogs, bacon,
mushroom), Poutine Classique (can’t beat the classic
- gravy and cheese curds).

Smoke’s boasts three locations, a mobile poutine
truck, and a comprehensive offering of poutine. “If
Smoke’s hasn’t done it, it’s never been done – it’s
about WOW factor,” says founder Ryan Smolkin.
While Smoke’s doesn’t like to get too crazy with their
regular ingredients, they love being creative with their
limited time offers (LTO’s) such as their New Year’s
Day poached egg brunch special. Their everyday
offerings are anchored by signature gravies (chicken,
peppercorn, beef and veggie), Yukon gold potatoes,
and authentic Eastern Townships cheese curds, all
of which can be supplemented by a healthy range of
carnivorous and vegetarian additions.
The Order:
SCION FAVOURITE: Pulled Pork Poutine
(chipotle pulled pork topped over golden fries),
Nacho Grande Poutine (homemade beef chili,
tomato salsa, sour cream, guacamole, jalapeño
peppers), Hogtown Poutine (double smoked bacon,
Italian sausage, sautéed mushrooms, caramelized
onions), Stickers galore – Smoke’s Poutinerie is
known for its stellar swag.

Fritz European Fry House, Vancouver

Vancouver may not be so close to Quebec, but it’s no
stranger to poutine either. An after-hours destination,
Fritz’s resides on the bustling Davie Street in
Vancouver, where late-night revelers can buy a basic
poutine at a good price, with additional toppings for
less than two dollars. We only managed to try the
Classic Poutine – hey, even we have limits for how
much poutine we can handle.

TWO
WHEELED
ADVENTURES

IN THE WORLD OF MOUNTAIN
BIKING, THERE IS NO RITE
MORE SACRED OR
revered than
the road
trip.

WORDs & photography Todd Hellinga

Packing up a car and hitting the
road for two-wheeled adventures and the

natural features along the way that lure us to
ride them. Over the long weekend we loaded
the xB with 3 downhill bikes and gear for a
weekend of shredding dirt, and left Whistler
en route to Sun Peaks north of Kamloops and
then Vernon’s Silverstar to sample a couple of
BC’s finest lift accessed bike parks.
Big mountains and narrow twisty roads led
the way to Lillooet over the Duffy Lake road,
huge views in a vast wilderness, necks craning
up to the lofty snow-covered peaks rising
above the valley. Just outside of Lillooet where
the rain shadow leaves a much drier landscape
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than the wet coastal mountains, we pulled
over at a picturesque ridge line that’s occupied
my mind for years.
By 8 am, my roadmates Dan and Seb were
pushing their bikes up it, while I clambered
up a slope almost 2 km across the valley to
shoot photos. After shredding the ridge with
an epic background, the guys ended up riding
a fun line right beside the car, but hidden by
the long grass, something we never would
have seen had we not stopped. We wanted to
stay longer, but our time was short and we
had a lunchtime date with the Sun Peaks that
we had to make.

With bikes stowed, we hit the gas on the
empty road towards Kamloops, the xB
providing plenty of jump when we needed
it, which seemed to be often under Dan’s
captaining. In the back Seb rocked out to
Lady Gaga, while we died with laughter. With
insults flying fast and furious, loads of laughs
and tunes pumping, we found ourselves
gearing up at Sun Peaks in no time.

were going out of style, smiles wide on our
faces. It was over far too fast, but the road
called yet again, we had to be at Silverstar
sooner than the hours it should actually take.
Back on the road we punched it, the last leg of
our long day underway. Racing the clock, Dan
managed to find time where there should’ve
been none, the zippy car handling it like
nobody’s business. We rolled into Silverstar
ahead of most of the crew that was assembling
for NSMB.com’s annual competition to
determine their newest team member.
In a flurry of amazing trails, riding in the
cold rain and mud, railing more berms and
jumps than I can remember, old and new
friends laughing with, and at, each other, and
many other hazy memories, we were back
on the long road to Whistler all to soon. The
road raced by under our wheels while we told
embellished tales of massive jumps that we
boosted, corners roosted, and near crashes
averted. We drove into the sunset and home
to Whistler, another successful road trip in the
books, and one that we’re sure to remember
for years to come.

Local rippers Chayse and Stu toured us
around the mountain where we took
advantage of rare tacky trail conditions, and
raced our way down the berm and jump
infested trails. We ripped laps; hooting,
hollering and throwing high fives like they
scionnation.ca / 15

FASHION

WRIST APPEAL

LEFT: Men’s G-Shock, Men’s G -Shock, Casio Baby G, Men’s G-Shock, Timex, Casio Calculator Watch, Vanquish x Ice
Watch, Nixon Marmalade Rubber Re-Run, Plastic Chic Neon Watch

16 / scionnation.ca

Photography Stephen Ho Assisted by Fiona Ho

RIGHT: Casio Baby G, Men’s G-Shock , Jelly Toy Watch, Men’s G-Shock, Men’s G-Shock, Nixon Seafoam 42-20
Chrono, Casio Baby G, Nixon the Rubber Player, JoyRich Flud Turntable Watch
scionnation.ca / 17
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THE RIDE

THE GEAR

LOOKS GOOD
YOU

SCION STYLE PERSONIFIED.
GET YOUR HANDS ON SCION’S LATEST COLLECTION AT

TOP to BOTTOM: Reveal Bamboo Headphones, Nixon The Master Blaster, Sennheiser HD598, Sennheiser HD215, Fostex TH5, Urbanears Plattan Cerise,
Urbanears Tanto Pool. Special thanks to Moog Audio, Sennheiser, Time Bomb Trading and Watch It.

AUDIO STYLE

PAPER PROJECT xB GALLERY
WE ASKED A couple
of our favourite
artists TO build
their very own xB’s.

Title of your
Project xB:
The Spring xB-Monster
Inspiration behind
your Project xB:
As spring is coming:
chaos blooms, smiling
flower monsters,
reincarnation and
rejuvenation are all
gobbled up by one
hungry car. It’s all
about keeping it fresh
too.
website
eepmon.com

NAME: EEPMON
From: The ALLCAPS
(Ottawa)
occupation: Artist/
Programmer

GRAD
REBATE
Show that you have graduated within the past four years
or will be graduating soon, to qualify for a $500 rebate
towards the purchase or lease of a new Scion.
In addition, if you lease or finance through Toyota
Financial Services (TFS), you may also be eligible for a
0.2% discount in addition to the Scion posted rate. And
they will even waive the security deposit for graduates
who prefer to lease.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SCION GRAD REBATE AT:

twitter
@eepmon

20 / scionnation.ca
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BUMPER FILL-IN
Insert into top
of bumper

WING
ATTACHMENT

PAPER PROJECT xB

ANTENNA

Insert into
back of xB

Fold over and
glue together
fold

Build and customize your very own Scion xB and compete
with others for“Best in Show” prizes at

Insert into xB roof

FACEBOOK.COM/SCIONCANADA

Apply your own awesome artwork using pens, markers, crayons, or
whatever else you can get your hands on

2

Pop-out the xB (we made it easy for you)

3

Fold along the dotted lines

4

Stick the yellow tabs to the inside of the car (we recommend using double
sided tape, it’s a lot less messy…)

5

Don’t forget the attachments!

6

Take a photo of your xB creation and send it, along with your full contact
details to info@scionnation.ca between April and July

7

Look out for your design in the “Paper Project xB” album

8

Display it proudly in your home, at your desk or on the dash of your Scion

R

1

WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED
ON AUGUST 2, 2011
Full details, including information
about prizes can be found on

FACEBOOK.COM/SCIONCANADA

MIRRORS

R

L

L

PAPER PROJECT xB BUILD INSTRUCTIONS:

Title of your xB:
THE G.D.M. (Green
Dream Machine)
Inspiration behind
your PROJECT xB:
The desire for true
consideration of the
environment by the
automotive industry. I
believe that Scion can
be a brand that leads
with fresh ideas and
green technologies.

TWITTER
@curtissantiago

Customized by:

FACEBOOK.COM/SCIONCANADA
SCIONNATION.CA

WHAT MOVES YOU

WEBSITE
curtissantiago.com

NAME: CURTIS SANTIAGO
FROM: THE HEART
OCCUPATION: ARTIST

scionnation.ca / 25

SITES
FOR
SORE
EYES

IN pur s ui t OF

Join the legions of Scion enthusiasts at
FACEBOOK.COM/SCIONCANADA, and

R
R

(en français à Facebook.com/ScionQC)
TWITTER.COM/SCIONCANADA for

5 Scion news
5 Scion Sessions (past, present and future)
5 Great tunes
5 More photos
5 Exclusive contests with awesome prizes

R

Words Gloria Chik & lisa marie chen

YOUTUBE.COM/SCIONCANADA, you
can watch tons of original content:

5 Artist interviews
5 Event footage
5 Our hit series Driven to Drift
SCIONNATION.CA, you’ll hit the
motherlode, you can:

5 Download mobile apps
5 Play online games
5 Listen to Scion Radio
5 Build, accessorize and price your own Scion

Gravel crunches beneath our feet as we shuffle
hurriedly back to our crimson red Scion xB waiting patiently
on the mountainside road in Harrison Hot Springs, British
Columbia. We’re on an investigative mission: two Sciontists,
one nimble car, a stash of Pocky, and an elusive mountain
dweller to find. The air is thin at four kilometers in altitude, the
sun is quickly setting, and the eerie quiet lends an alien quality
to the desolate mountain route. Our cell phones are silently
screeching “SOS,” fighting for reception. We’re in the middle of
nowhere and the nearest living soul might be a monster.

Tucked away deep in the greenery of British
Columbia is a hulking creature that has
surprisingly won our hearts. The Sasquatch
(or Bigfoot, or Grass Man, or Skunk Ape, or
simply “Harry”) has been a celebrity in the
west for far longer.
“He’s a contemporary cultural icon,” states
Adam McGirr of the British Columbia
Scientific Cryptozoology Club (BCSCC),
an association dedicated to the research and
preservation of Sasquatch and other cryptids
(unknown creatures). “Kids love him, and
Quatchi’s become a representative of Canada,”
McGirr enthuses.

But while Quatchi is upbeat, huggable and
the life of the party, the real Sasquatch
is intimidatingly large and, despite its
popularity, incredibly elusive. Outside of the
recent winter games and high profile Kokanee
ads, Sasquatch sightings have grown fewer and
farther between as of late, possibly due to a
decrease in population.
The BCSCC isn’t deterred by Sasquatch’s
recent reclusiveness, though. McGirr is one
of over 70 intrepid Sasquatch Investigators
with the BCSCC that commit their free time
to interviewing witnesses and pursuing the
truth behind Bigfoot. Their location is key:

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR SASQUATCH

…sightings have grown
fewer and farther

5 Fur colour can range

between as of late,

from black to grizzly
bear brown

possibly due to a

5 800-900 pounds
5 Can live for hundreds
of years

decrease in

5 Only known footage
shot in 1967

population.

5 Dwelling ranges from
grass huts to caves

LTips on Sasquatch
Investigation

6 –10’
in height

5 Get out of your car and
search on foot

5 Use the logging trails
5 Remember: Sasquatches
are shy

5 Go to known Sasquatch

sighting places (Sasquatch
Park, Harrison Hot Springs)

5 Head out during summer

N WHAT TO DO IF YOU

SIGHT A SA SQUATCH

5 Contact your local

41” step
length

Up to 24”
foot print

Sasquatch investigative
association
5 Fill out a witness form with
all of the details you can
5 Share your story with anyone
who will listen

the west coast of Vancouver has the highest
concentration of sightings in North America,
since food is plentiful for the omnivore – a
feast of salmon, deer livers, and rodents is
readily available.
“Bigfoot has been everywhere,” remarks John
Kirk, President and Chief Investigator, who
sits down with McGirr to share his personal
encounters. “Sightings have been reported
in every province except for Prince Edward
Island. These sightings have been amidst
wildlife, and in suburban areas near highways
and civilization.”
Bigfoot is a household name around the
world – the furry blur calls China, Belgium,
and the United Kingdom home sweet home
(cave sweet cave?) as well. And while not
really a social creature, it has the power to
bring people together as both an Olympic

mascot and the subject of a much-anticipated
Sasquatch Summit held in Harrison Hot
Springs, BC this April.
Of course, Sasquatch enthusiasts are not
without challengers. Sasquatch skeptics often
hold campaigns against the critter, dismissing
both the existence of and the expeditions in
search of the creature as the stuff of crackpots.
“Belief is one thing, conclusion is another,”
Kirk states boldly.
Until Bigfoot comes out of hiding to collect on
some overdue royalties, the only way to catch
a glimpse is to order your own Bigfoot goods
at www.bigfootsurplus.com, or learn all
you can at www.bcscc.ca before hitting the
high trails in hopes of a real life encounter.
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KI T S , CAR S &
JAPANE S E
FOOD
INTERVIEW BY DEREK CHEN

LAST ISSUE WE INTRODUCED
YOU TO TROY SUMITOMO, the man
behind Five Axis. For our second issue, we have decided
to give Troy his very own corner and we expect he’ll fill
it each and every issue with what’s going on in the Five
Axis Garage.

30 / scionnation.ca
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Scion has always been synonymous with

personalization and offers vehicles generously
equipped at the factory via a neat concept we
call ‘monospec’. Owners start off with a highly
potent platform ready to customize in their
own style. Whether it’s a different spoiler, a
flashy set of wheels or maybe a completely
different style of build, it’s rare that you will
ever see two that are completely alike.
Since we last chatted, Troy continues to push
boundaries and press the limits of design
for Scion and if you’re struggling for some
inspiration for your own Scion look no further
than Five Axis as they are always one step
ahead of the game.

Okay Troy, with the launch of the new 2011 tC
and 2012 iQ, I’m positive you and your team
have some new goodies to share with us.

Thank you for all the kind words and for
giving me my own corner! We have been
involved with Scion for a long time, since the
initial US launch of the 2004 xB, in fact. This
has allowed us to really understand and grow
with the brand. We have also developed some
great accessories for Scions, namely aero kits.
At the end of 2010 we co-launched, along with
the 2011 tC, our new FIVE:AD 4 Piece Aero
Kit. Similarly, we will be launching a new aero
kit in conjunction with the new 2012 iQ this
year. Along with our aero kits, we also have our
FIVE:AD Wheel Line with many applications
for Scions.
Since you’ve probably spent a considerable
amount of time with the new tC and iQ, what
do you like most about each of these cars?

THE BEST PART ABOUT THIS ENTIRE
PROJECT WAS THAT IT WAS FOR THIS
ALL-NEW BRAND CALLED SCION, AND
WE WERE HELPING TO DEFINE ITS
PLACE IN SOCIETY.
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…it’s rare that you
will ever see
two that are
completely
alike.

One advantage to being an advanced styling
resource for Scion is that we get to access
product before it is publicly launched. The
disadvantage is the cars usually have to remain
under lock and key, meaning no driving on
public roads. In most cases, even if we could
drive them, we tear them apart so quickly that
we don’t get much time to play.
I have actually been lucky enough to drive the
new 2011 tC before it launched. Compared
to the gen 1 tC, the interior is probably the
biggest difference with respect to driver
experience. The overall feel is much more raw
and masculine from the fat steering wheel to
the aggressively bolstered seats. The slash cut
cylinders surrounding the gauges give the IP
an old school vibe but with a contemporary
simulated aluminum finish. This strong
circular theme is reiterated many times all over
the interior, including the 3 separately exposed
front door speakers…yes 3! Bass anyone?
As for the iQ, I have not had a chance to drive
it on public roads yet. We’ve always worked
on them behind closed doors. I will tell you
this, that bad boy does have a tight turning
radius…in the shop that is! The one thing I do
mention to everyone is that it definitely looks
and feels like more car than the competition
and because of its wider footprint, it feels much
more stable and does not give you the feeling
that it will topple over.
If there’s one thing that Five Axis is really
well known for (besides Troy’s healthy
appetite for good Japanese food) it’s got to
be the awesome, game-changing concept
cars they build for their clients. All of the
Scion show cars that have rolled out of the
Five Axis garage are not only jaw-dropping,
but meticulously assembled to the highest
degree of detail and quality. Troy, which of
these were the most memorable to work on
and which garnered the most exposure in the
industry?

So…are you saying I eat like a pig, Derek? At
least you qualified it as “good” Japanese food!
As you mentioned, we have had an opportunity
to work on both high-end concepts like the
FUSE and t2B designed by CALTY, Toyota’s
design studio as well as our own Five Axis
creations. The meticulous detail you speak of
comes from years of building concepts for our
design studio clients who demand nothing short
of pure perfection.
With respect to our own creations, the Five Axis
Scion Family Tree basically shakes out like this
(from first to most recent):
5 xB Limo (36” stretch gen 1 box)
5 DJxB (orange gen 1 box with portable DJ stand)
5 Widebody tC ( with 43” Plasma TV)
5 Speedster xA (with 3 Xbox360’s and racing
simulator)
5 Claw xD (with portable plush Scion claw vending
machine)
5 Radioactive iQ
5 DJxB 2.0 (Bosozuka inspired design with DJ
stand and disco floor)
5 Bloodshot tC
5 Titanium iQ
5 ?????? coming soon?!

Each of these cars have insane features such
as the 43” plasma in the back of the tC, full

simulated race gaming in the xA, and portable
claw vending machine in the back of the xD. But
by far, the first DJxB has to be the most noted
and the one that put us on the map with Scion.
At the touch of a button the car transforms into
a portable DJ booth.
Probably the best part about this entire project
was that it was for this all-new brand called
Scion, and we were helping to define its place in
society. Well we all must have done something
right because I have never seen so many
passionate, dedicated Scion owners at hundreds
of events, nationwide, and they all know the
DJxB too!
As you can imagine, it definitely gets more
difficult, with each execution, to top our
previous accomplishments but somehow we
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manage to keep things exciting around here.
Thankfully Scion keeps coming out with
great platforms to modify which definitely
makes it easier for us.
Cool. It was really great seeing you down at
the Scion launch party back in September.
How’d you like Toronto?

Toronto was awesome and I wish we could
have stayed longer! Yeah it was my first time
there but I’ve been to Montreal, Windsor,
and Vancouver before. Fortunately, Toronto
weather wasn’t as cold and we even went to
Niagara Falls for a day. Thanks to you, Derek,
I got to experience some of Toronto’s finest
including good Japanese food…apparently a
lot of it…
Haha… Well, anytime you’re interested in
swapping jobs for a while, definitely let me
know...but back to the Scion Canada launch
event in Toronto for a minute. Upon my

arrival at the venue, I had to literally stand
in line to speak with you. Everyone wanted
to introduce themselves to you and meet the
man behind Five Axis. All of the people and
tuners especially who attended the event
were really impressed by you and your work
with Scion. Our readers would really like to
know, when will you be back in Canada?

Sorry buddy, no swapping…at least not during
the winter! As for the crowd, I think the
line you are referring to was for the kick ass
hospitality Scion parties are so well noted for!
As far as visiting again, we are actually

discussing plans for a Five Axis Canadian tour
at some point, hopefully in 2011. At least, for
now, our plans are to hit some of the larger
cities, be part of some of the upcoming Scion
events, and to visit the top volume dealerships.
Count me in! That sounds like a great idea
and I’m really looking forward to it. As we
wrap up this edition of Troy’s Corner, there’s
just one more thing our readers want to
know. Can you tell us any top secret, highly
confidential info on what to expect this year?
Stuff that you’d have to kill us after spilling
the beans…

If I told you, it wouldn’t be top secret now,
would it? Consider what we do highly
classified. You know FBI kind of stuff!
I did mention the iQ Aero Kit and accessories
that should hit showrooms by the summer. As
for any crazy showcars, let’s just say that we are
always working on the latest and greatest. That
being said, knowing Scion, you can be assured
there is something always in the works. So how
is that for a teaser and being vague?

final words before we wrap this one up?

Yes, please check out our newly renovated
FIVE:AD website! FIVE:AD is an acronym
for “Five Axis Design”, by the way. Honestly,
just want to say it was a pleasure meeting all of
you at the Toronto Scion event and I hope to
visit Canada again soon! I’m looking forward
to someday building a Five Axis Scion Canada
showcar too! I think you guys need one…you
know with a snow plow and retractable aero
kit for the winter? We have to figure something
out so your Editor-in-Chief, Lisa, doesn’t have
to remove her FIVE:AD Gen 2 xB Aero Kit in
the winter!
Regardless, I hope to see and meet more of you
car enthusiasts this year, and to continue to
expose Canada to both Scion and Five Axis.
Thank you Derek for the interview, Scion
Canada for the continued support, and to all
our Canadian fans, I hope to see you sooner
than later!
Stay tuned for more news from Five Axis at
scionnation.ca

As always, this was a pleasure and I’m
already looking forward to the next one. Any
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READY,
SET,
Words DEREK CHEN PHOTOGRAPHY STEPHEN HO

If you’ve never been to the
SEMA Show in Las Vegas,
start planning your trip
immediately after you finish
reading this.

Honourable Mention Cars:
5 Cartel xB Limo
5 Greddy tC
5 0-60 Magazine Tarmac xD

tC Tuner Challenge Winners:
5 Shawn Baker - 1st place
5 John Pangilinan - 2nd place
5 James Lin - 3rd place

INTERESTING Highlight:

5 US Army, US Marine, & US Navy
participated in the 2010 SCION
build program
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The SEMA Show is the mecca of automotive tuning, tech
and culture. Every year, the automotive aftermarket industry
meets in Las Vegas to present new and upcoming products and
technologies featured on the top show vehicles from around
the world. Picture this along with a generous dose of the scene’s
most beautiful faces and tuning elite in an exciting fast-paced
environment we have all grown to love. That’s SEMA in a nutshell.
It was no surprise that the Scion display was busy throughout the
week as some of the hottest vehicles in the show were featured
there. No matter which Scion model is your favourite, there
was something awesome for everyone in the booth. The display
also played host to the annual Scion Tuner Challenge which
was based on the tC platform. Each year, Scion USA selects the
three top individuals or teams with the best project proposals to
compete in the build-off which concludes at SEMA. For 2010,
the top projects came from James Lin of Team Hybrid and John
Pangilinan who are both from California and Shawn Baker who
hails from the east coast out in Pennsylvania. While all three
vehicles were awesome in their own way, there’s only one first
place winner and the award went to Baker’s gun metal beauty, one
of the cleanest tC’s we’ve ever laid our eyes on. The clean lines,
overall fit and finish and of course, intense attention to detail of
this car were surely appreciated by all. Well-deserved honourable
mentions have to go out to the two-tone stretched Cartel xB Limo
built by Jeremy Lookofsky and the team at Cartel Customs, the
0-60 Magazine Tarmac xD dressed in the traditional Toyotaesque rally colours and the expert-tuned Greddy tC. We can go
on and on about the event, but we’ll let you see for yourself in the
pictures we snapped.
Scion Canada is launching its own Tuner Challenge in
spring 2011, so be sure to check in on the progress of the
builders on the Scion Canada Facebook page.
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BEST COAST
WAVVES
CHROMEO
MAJOR LAZER
DROP THE LIME
PASSION PIT
You might not have heard of the SCION
heard what you’d hear at them.

SESSIONS, but you’ve

The SCION SESSIONS are a series of music and art events taking
place throughout the country, throughout the year. From indie
rock to electronic music, intimate affairs with upcoming artists
to world-famous acts on the big stage, SCION SESSIONS bring
you closer to the art you love and the good times you need.
Check FACEBOOK.COM/SCIONCANADA and SCIONNATION.CA
for info on upcoming sessions in your area, content from past
events, and – most importantly – chances for free tickets. Get
on Scion's guestlist, and step closer to WHAT MOVES YOU.

TRD Big Brake Kit
Big exhaust, big spoiler, big wheels and small brakes:
What’s wrong with this picture? Don’t be a stat and fall
into this common trap. If you’re in the game of tuning
your ride, be sure to beef up your brakes for a proper
balanced setup. TRD (Toyota Racing Development) has
answered the prayers of Scion owners everywhere
by releasing a top notch set of 4 piston clampers
paired with a slick pair of massive cross-drilled rotor
goodness and braided stainless steel brake lines to
boot. The increased size and venting mean less fade
and increased stopping power regardless of whether
you’re on the track or in stop and go traffic. Stay cool
and gain some confidence. When it comes to brakes,
size matters!

Accessorize
Your Ride

5 Opposed 4 piston fixed calipers
5 323 mm x 32 mm cross-drilled rotors
5 Kevlar/ceramic compound performance brake pads
5 Minimum clearance requires an 18” wheel
5 Stainless steel braided brake lines

tC TRD 19” Alloy Wheels
Remember when you were a kid and those fun plastic
contraptions called Big Wheels were all the rage?
Well, big wheels were in back then and they are still in
now. The only difference is they are powered by more
than one horsepower, have four wheels instead of
three, and are a heck of a lot cooler-looking as well.
Take the tC’s new lightweight 19-inch TRD wheels for
example, add some trick graphite silver paint and a
paint-matched center cap featuring the signature TRD
nameplate and you’ve got yourself something to be
proud of. Just remember to pick something up for your
significant other before you go flaunting these in front
of them so they don’t feel left out in the cold.
5 19” x 8”
5 5 x 114.3mm bolt pattern
5 +35mm offset
5 Weight savings of -1.18kg per wheel (vs. factory 18”)
5 Recommended tire size: 235/35ZR 19

Build and price your own Scion at
SCIONNATION.CA
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Scion is all about

YOUR SCION STORY

individuality,

KENSHIRO GUSHI

character, and

WORDS Ken gushi
PHOTOGRAPHY Antonio Alvendia, Oliver
Petalver & Yoshi Shindo (MOTORMAVENs.com)

persona, all
necessary

Kenshiro Gushi has a long history
of driving sideways. His first lesson in
drifting came from his father, Tsukasa
Gushi, behind the wheel of a Toyota
AE86 when he was just 13. Then he
started competing in Japan’s D1 Grand
Prix at the age of 16, and he did not
even have his license yet. Born to be,
“The Gush” is taking drifting to entirely
new levels with Scion Racing and
Team RS*R in his red turbo tC. Here’s
his Scion Story...

components
for drifting.

I would have never imagined myself sliding
a Scion tC in Formula Drift. No one did.
Having started my “drift” life roughly 10
years ago, the only cars we saw on the circuit
at that time were beat up Nissan 240s and
old Toyota Corollas. Competition wasn’t so
fierce and if you had a car that ran with a
decent set of tires, it was anyone’s game.
Fast-forward to today and the scene looks
completely different. Now, we hardly
encounter beat up 240s and old-school
Toyota Corollas. In fact, the grid is so
diverse, it is probably the only form of
motorsports where you can see a 300hp
car battling out a drift against a monstrous
800hp sedan. Here in lies the beauty of
competitive drifting and that is why I believe
Scion fits this sport so well. It is a sport filled
with individuality and so much personality.
With that said, some may question, “Why
Scion?” so I ask, Why not? Scion is all about
individuality, character, and persona, all
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necessary components for drifting.
My relationship with Scion began in late
2007. I had heard rumors about Scion
bringing a tC into the drift scene and at
that point I knew I had to be the driver. I
got together with Team RS-R of Santa Ana,
California and after many meetings and late
nights together, we were ready to compete
in the first ever rear-wheel-drive Scion tC.
I knew it was going to be a challenge to
compete in a fresh car with absolutely no
data but with hard work and determination,
the RS-R/Scion Racing team made history
by successfully competing in Formula D.
What’s most surprising is the overwhelming
support I receive from Scion fans all over
the map. I typically spend my time between
rounds in the Scion VIP area chatting and
mingling with Scion owners and enthusiasts.
It’s such a great community to belong to and
I’m proud to be a part of it.

Bringing a new car into motorsports is
always a challenge and the RS-R team and I
have had many struggles getting the set-up
right and making everything work together.
This year marks our fourth season and will
be our chance to show the audience that
Scion is in the race for the long haul.
Unlike other forms of racing, drifting sort
of evolves every year. The cars get faster, the
drivers push harder, and the judging is more
complicated than ever. To stay on top of
the field, we need to do everything we can
to outrun the rest of the competition. My
team and I have been working hard getting
the car ready for 2011 and I can’t wait to get
sideways in my tC. See you on the track.
Watch scionnation.ca for updates on
when Ken Gushi will be competing in
Canada and for meet and greet info with
the Scion drifting star.
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ABOUT TOWN

TORONTO LAUNCH @ 99 SUDBURY

VANCOUVER LAUNCH @ CHAPEL ARTS

TORONTO LAUNCH @ 99 SUDBURY

TORONTO LAUNCH @ 99 SUDBURY

MONTREAL LAUNCH @ Suco Lounge

MONTREAL LAUNCH @ Suco Lounge

TORONTO LAUNCH @ 99 SUDBURY

TORONTO LAUNCH @ 99 SUDBURY
MONTREAL LAUNCH @ Suco Lounge

VANCOUVER LAUNCH @ CHAPEL ARTS

MONTREAL LAUNCH @ Suco Lounge

VANCOUVER LAUNCH @ CHAPEL ARTS

VANCOUVER LAUNCH @ CHAPEL ARTS
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VANCOUVER LAUNCH @ CHAPEL ARTS

VANCOUVER LAUNCH @ CHAPEL ARTS

TORONTO LAUNCH @ 99 SUDBURY

MONTREAL LAUNCH @ Suco LoungE
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